Texas Revolution

What were the differences that led to a conflict with Mexico?

Political: ____________
Economic: ____________
Social: ______________

1) Why did Anglo settlers come to Texas? What did Texas have to offer?

____________________________________________________________________________

2) List two reasons early settlers became angry with the Mexican government.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

3) What was the result of the Texas Revolution?

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

What were some compromises made between the Texas Colony and Mexico?

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Individual people affect communities and conflict outcomes

Conflict often causes change

Differences may lead to conflict
Mexican political influence in Texas ended with the Revolution, but the cultural influence stayed and has become a significant part of Texan culture.

On your own or with a partner, list the cultural contributions next to each area below.

a) Cities/Counties ________________________________

b) Street Names ________________________________

c) Music ________________________________

d) Food ________________________________

e) Clothing ________________________________

f) Religion ________________________________

g) Language ________________________________